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Fractional differential equations have gained great interest recently, which is due
to both the intensive development of the theory of fractional calculus itself and the ap-
plications of such constructions in various sciences such as physics, chemistry, biology,
environmental sciences, engineering and finance. They provide a powerful instrument
for the description of memory and hereditary properties of different substances. How-
ever, many analytical solutions for these equations are complicated, which include the
complicated series or especial function. Moreover, analytic solutions of these equations
cannot be obtained explicitly. At present, numerical methods and analysis of stability and
convergence for fractional partial differential equations are quite limited and difficult to
derive. This motivates us to consider some effective numerical methods for the solutions
of fractional differential equations. In this paper, we consider the numerical methods of a
type of fractional diffusion equations (FDE) with variable coefficients on a finite domain,
in which two finite difference methods and a finite volume method are proposed.
In the first chapter, we summarize the history of the theory of fractional calculus,
the background and significance of this dissertation, and the previous works about the
fractional differential equations. Our research work and the framework of this dissertation
are also given.
In the second chapter, based on the weighted and shifted Gru¨nwald difference opera-
tors, we modify a few parameters to apply them to a more general case. Then we present
the second-order scheme to approximate the Riemann-Liouville fractional derivatives of
α (0 < α < 1) order. Applying the scheme, we obtain the Crank-Nicolson scheme of the















theory. Finally, several numerical examples are given to verify the effectiveness and widely
applicability.
In the third chapter, based on the definition of the Riemann-Liouville fractional
derivative and the second-order approximation to a general function, we develop a second-
order scheme to approximate the Riemann-Liouville fractional derivative, by which we
discuss the Crank-Nicolson scheme of the equation. Then, we rewrite it in matrix form for
computing and prove the unconditional stability and convergence of the scheme. Finally,
several numerical examples are given to show the effectiveness of the method as well.
In the fourth chapter, based on the properties of the nodal basis functions, we propose
a new fractional finite volume method and consider the implicit scheme of the equation.
Similarly, we rewrite it in matrix form and prove the stability and convergence of the
scheme. Finally, we check the method by two examples.
In the last chapter, some conclusions are drawn and we give the direction to investi-
gate in the future.
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Ù¥ u(x, t)´*Ñþ©Ù¼ê§q(x, t)L*ÑÏþ"b½34«m[a, b]þ§Ïþä
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k−(x, ξ)u(x, ξ) dξ
)
(1-2)
Ù¥ k+(x, ξ)§ k−(x, ξ)ǑØ¼ê§ K1(x) Ú K2(x) ǑK*ÑXê"Xk+(x, ξ) =









,  x ≤ ξ ≤ b ,



















































u(x, 0) = ϕ(x), a ≤ x ≤ b, (1-4)
àgDirichlet>.^Ǒµ
u(a, t) = 0, u(b, t) = 0, 0 ≤ t ≤ T (1-5)





















(ξ − x)−αu(ξ, t)dξ.
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, x < b" (1-7)







































5º 1.1µ éu¢êα§n − 1 < α ≤ n§n ∈ N∗, XJ½Â3[a§b]«mþ¼
êf(x)kn − 1gëYê§¿f (n)(x)3[a§b]´È§oùRiemann-
Liouville©êêÚGru¨nwald-Letnikov©êê´d [34]"














, n− 1 < α < n
dnf(x)
dxn
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